
3.0 HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
3.1  The History of Botallack & Truthwall 
 

While relatively small, the conservation area covers two settlements and has a complex 
and interesting history, an appreciation of which is essential to understand its character. 
Along the narrow coastal plain north of St Just is a sequence of ancient settlements 
(Truthwall, Botallack, Carnyorth, Trewellard Manor, Lower Boscaswell).  They stand in the 
valleys and in sheltered spots between the commons and the steep coastal slopes, 
surrounded by ancient field systems interspersed with blocks of what was formerly 
unenclosed common grazing, heath and moor, cut through by little valleys leading down to 
the sea.  For the most part linked by lanes and tracks running parallel to the later main 
road (B3306), here at Truthwall and Botallack, the road actually diverts onto this parallel 
route (a measure of the importance of the local mines here in the 1830s when the road 
was created).  
These ancient settlement sites all retain some evidence of their antiquity.  There was a 
prehistoric settlement at Botallack (just by the gates to the present Manor House), and 
there are prehistoric remains on the nearby moors to the east. Both Truthwall and 
Botallack were medieval manors; both surviving manor houses date from the 17th century.  
A third, virtually independent medieval tenement was Cararrack or Carallack, nominally 
part of Botallack Manor and probably now represented by Botallack Farm.  
The lands of the two principal manors were separated by the great, straight boundary 
hedge running down from the high moors to the east and across commons and wastes 
west of the village. South of the boundary, the traces of Truthwall’s medieval field system 
are preserved in later stone enclosures.  This line remained important throughout the 19th 
century, since it formed the boundary between the Botallack and Wheal Owles mining 
setts, and it still survives as a large Cornish hedge cutting across the conservation area.  
Another similar boundary divides Botallack from Carnyorth to the north. 
This was an ancient farming landscape of scattered farmsteads and hamlets, each with 
their own small field system, lying amongst the extensive open wastes and commons.  By 
at least the 16th century, these hamlets were partly agricultural, partly fishing and partly 
industrial. Botallack is one of the oldest established mining areas in Cornwall, but Norden 
(1584) gives some clue as to why settlements did not grow up here at the time: "Botallack 
(is)...a little hamlet on the coaste of the Irishe sea, moste visited with Tinners, where they 
lodge and feed, being nere their mynes”.  There may be the suggestion here that 
residence was temporary, either seasonal or for the duration of any particularly successful 
workings; exploration of some of the outbuildings of the larger agricultural holdings in the 
area may reveal evidence of lodgings or cottages converted later to farm use.   
The numbers involved in tin working remained very small, and the local settlements, still 
primarily agricultural, were able to absorb whatever pressures the expanding industry put 
on them until the exponential growth of the local industry in the early 19th century.  Mineral 
extraction and processing were, however, creating considerable local wealth by the mid 
17th century, when the Ustick family, enriched by the profits on tin, rebuilt Botallack Manor, 
one of a group of unusually grand houses of this date in this otherwise relatively poor 
agricultural area. 
Deep mining became well established in the area by the 1770's, and the earliest steam 
engines (at Carnyorth) were installed about 1802.  The earliest at Botallack was built for 
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the Crowns shaft by 1816. Parknoweth Mine was working in the late 18th century, and the 
southern mines at Wheal Owles and Wheal Boys were using both streamworks and deep 
mining by the 1770's. 
As with nearly all Cornish mines, these various operations went through a whole series of 
booms and busts, although from the 1830's the Botallack complex expanded and was 
turned into one of the great Cornish mines, while, of the other principal local mines, 
Parknoweth Mine, was most active between 1836 and 1856, and Wheal Owles, south and 
west of Truthwall, continued steady working all through the 19th century until the infamous 
disaster of 1893. 
Botallack/Truthwall is one of the best places in the whole area, if not the whole county, to 
explore the way the workings of the mines not only created settlements, but also 
constrained their physical development and determined where land was available for 
building.  The places were literally built upon old mine waste dumps, and in between mines 
still working when the streets and cottages were being developed.  
The response to the great 19th century increase in mining was, at first, the creation of a 
scatter of cottages and smallholdings on the edge of the common lands to the west, also 
where the mines were to be found.  Parknoweth Mine, situated within this area of 
commons, is first recorded in 1778, means ‘new enclosure’ and may give a clue as to the 
date of this enclosing process for both mining and smallholding.  By the 1830's, much 
denser settlement appeared – a plan of the area of 1844 refers to ‘Botallack New Town’ 
and ‘Botallack New Row’ (Creswell Terrace).  The development appears today to be 
somewhat random, but actually, the hand of the ground landlord (the Boscawen family) 
was clearly present in laying out plots at fairly regular intervals, fitted alongside and 
sometimes on the old east-west linear dumps. Institutions and facilities followed slowly on, 
like the pub and chapel, but were never as numerous as in the other mining settlements 
nearby – perhaps the proximity of St Just limited the need. 

The Queen's Arms, built to serve a growing population in the settlement in the first part of 
the 19th century 
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A slightly different pattern emerged in Truthwall, a separate landholding; here there had 
been considerable infill by the 1840's with anything up to eight or nine new rows around 
the old farms, as well as a further row along what had been the main road to Nancherrow 
and St Just (Truthwall Lane).  Two or three rows relate to the cutting of the turnpike road 
through Wheal Boys.  These rows may have been built on old mine waste dumps, but the 
other rows in Truthwall show no obvious correlation with areas of old dumps or workings 
and must have been squeezed into the old farming township, or on the edges of the 
surrounding fields, as with the row along Truthwall Lane. 
Another ‘planned’ element which had a profound effect on both villages was the turnpike 
road, built in the 1830's/40's.  Previously the main route had been out of Nancherrow by 
No Go By Hill, with tracks running down from this road to Botallack and Truthwall.  The 
new road was cut from Nancherrow Bridge in the south, up Nancherrow Hill to Truthwall.  It 
changed the villages’ layouts, broke through old field patterns and allowed for new 
development of miners’ housing in Botallack in what had previously been inaccessible 
agricultural enclosures. 
 

The turnpike road, seen here looking northwards into Truthwall, had a significant effect on 
the settlements of Botallack and Truthwall. This view is marred today by standard highway 
engineering and services, and a heavy wirescape.  
 
All this expansion was relatively short-lived. Although mining continued through the 
19th/early 20th centuries, it never again employed so many as in these boom years, there 
was mass emigration from the area, and while there was some continued building in the 
villages, both saw the gradual abandonment and demolition of many cottages and even 
whole rows.  There was even a general reduction in size of the Botallack manor complex 
in the late 19th century. 
Truthwall seems to have reached its peak at about this time and declined in density later in 
the 19th and into the 20th century.  The rows along the new road to the south disappeared 
and there were empty buildings in those on the eastern edge of the hamlet by Truthwall 
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Farm.  The size of the area occupied by housing declined in this period, although the two 
farms expanded, taking over some of the sites of former rows.  While this superficially 
increased the size of the settlement, it is indicative of a change in character, and one fairly 
typical of the area, where the several discrete holdings that usually made up a Cornish 
agricultural hamlet had been acquired by one or two farmers to make larger holdings - 
leading to abandonment of smaller cottages and farm buildings, and expansion of the main 
centralised farmstead. In Truthwall this combined with the decline in mining to accelerate 
the loss of small cottages and other buildings in the settlement through the later 19th 
century.  
The early 20th century saw an unusually late flowering of industrial residential development 
in Truthwall associated with reinvestment in Botallack Mine, with the building of Truthwall 
Terrace, and the two large houses for the mine purser and manager east of the main road.  
As with many similar places, there is here an important inter-relationship of a long 
agricultural tradition with sporadic and sometimes intensive mining activity.  This inter-
relationship continued well into the 20th century - the disused buildings associated with 
Wheal Owles fell back into the hands of the landowner after closure of the mine, and the 
old mine stables, still standing and partly used as the village cricket club pavilion, were re-
used in the late 19th/early 20th century as the stables and smithy for Truthwall Manor. 
With the decline of industry in the area, the principal influence on the topography and 
development of both Botallack and Truthwall has once more been a series of road 
improvements. By the 1940's Botallack was by-passed, while the road in Truthwall was 
straightened and widened in the 1960's. 
In Botallack, the by-pass has helped to create a sought-after, quiet residential village.  This 
has led to pressure for barn conversions, as well as many examples of the ubiquitous 
Cornish bungalow. This has resulted in infilling what had always been small fields and 
enclosures between the north lane and the cross lane, rather than re-using abandoned 
house or cottage sites, and has given the settlement a density it never previously attained, 
as well as developing land previously not built on, particularly in Botallack Lane and the 
south west of the village on the old Parknoweth dumps.  At the same time, a large number 
of the pairs and short rows of three cottages in the village were combined into single 
houses, so that the housing stock had absorbed both population decline and a demand for 
increased quality of housing without, until the later 20th century, the need to build more 
units. 
In Truthwall, road alterations in the 1960's created the current village green, sweeping 
away a row on the north side of Truthwall Lane roughly where the entrance to the campsite 
is now, and led to the almost complete rebuilding of the surviving row on the south side of 
the road.  
With the continuing decrease in population, by the late 1940's a further short row on the 
west side of the road, south of Pengale Cottage had disappeared.  Before this time, the 
village would have appeared much like the tight dog-leg pattern of Carnyorth.  Modern 
development has been restricted to conversion of farm buildings in both farm complexes, 
and the conversion and extension of surviving outbuildings on the east side of the main 
road, and new buildings associated with the camp site in the village, the main block of 
which stands on the site of one of the demolished 19th century cottage rows. 
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3.2  Physical Development 
 
Pre-industrial / Early Industrial 
Three pre-industrial settlement foci were established by the time of the 1809 OS Survey 
drawings. Botallack and Cararrack, although distinct, are shown with a shared settlement 
enclosure, suggesting either a common origin, or already a merging of the two settlements 
through expansion.  The road pattern shows the two centres, one around the manor 
house, the other at the west end of what is now an unmade track, in the area of Botallack 
Farm Cottages and the later chapel.  There is no suggestion of the current main village 
street running to the north-west, and this may have been a creation of the turnpike 
improvements. 
Botallack Manor remained essentially a farm complex centred on the main house; there 
were some large buildings to the east of the current farmyard, but they were almost 
certainly barns with no later evidence of domestic use.  The cottages to the south of the 
manorial complex and to the south-west, on the edge of the common/waste grounds, 
probably mark the first expansion out from the agricultural hamlet.  There is evidence in 
some for 18th century origins, and they appear to be individual smallholdings enclosed 
directly from the commons. Parknoweth mine, situated within this area of commons, is first 
recorded in 1778, means ‘new enclosure’, and may give a clue as to the date of this 
enclosing process for both mining and smallholding.  Truthwall in 1809 was focused 
around the Manor site and Truthwall Farm, the main road to the village was Truthwall Lane 
- the link to the south with Nancherrow was not yet in existence. 
 

Truthwall farmhouse and adjoining property (left) have 17th / early 18th century origins, 
while the date stone on Botallack Manor House (right) of 1665 would appear to be correct, 
although the building may have even earlier origins.  
 
Industrial (1830-80; 1906-14)
Botallack/Cararrack 
The Tithe Map of 1841 shows there had been considerable growth in Botallack/Cararrack 
in the 30 years since the 1809 OS survey, and most of this was probably quite recent. 
Most striking is the large Creswell Terrace at Botallack.  The regular garden plots here 
stretching up to the main road may be an indication that the cottages were built after the 
Turnpike improvements to the old lane. Creswell Terrace, and possibly also the cottages 
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on the south side of this road, was built along the linear lode-back waste dumps and shafts 
of the exhausted Wheal Chase Lode that had been working in 1782. 

Cresswall Terrace is a good example of a typical mining terrace. Despite some properties 
having under-gone unsympathetic alterations it remains an important group of buildings 
within the Conservation Area 
 
The focus of the settlements, however, had by 1841 moved south to Cararrack, were there 
was a scatter of new cottages and a public house. The siting and orientation of the 
cottages here may also have been determined by the presence of the roughly east-west 
lode dumps of earlier mining activity. 
There was only one cottage pair south of the boundary between Botallack and Truthwall 
manors - strictly speaking this should be regarded as part of Truthwall, even though 
physically a part of Botallack village.  The extensive working of Parknoweth Mine between 
1836 and 1856 between Botallack and Truthwall occurred at just the same time as the 
general increase in numbers of cottages, and probably prevented the building of more 
cottages in this area between the two settlements, preventing them from joining up. 
Only limited changes took place in Botallack up to the end of the century.  There were 
demolitions and alterations to both the house and outbuildings at the Manor, but since this 
was only a part of the extensive Boscawen holdings in the area, it may have as much to do 
with changes in management regimes as much as declining prosperity.  There was a 
general reduction in size of the manor complex between 1870 and 1908. There were also 
changes within the main part of the settlement, some earlier cottages were ruinous by 
1880, while what may have been individual cottages on the 1841 map were replaced by, or 
extended to form, short rows - particularly in the area of the Methodist Chapel which was 
itself built about 1860. The process seems to have been complete by c.1880, with a slight 
suggestion of some retrenchment by 1908. 
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The Chapel (now house) on the right, sits in a central position within Botallack.  Historic 
properties on the left of the road tend to face southwards, sitting end on to the road.  
 
Truthwall 
By 1841, Truthwall had experienced considerable infill within the old hamlet with anything 
up to 8 or 9 possible rows around the two ancient farmsteads, and a further row along 
what had been the main road to Nancherrow and St Just leading out to the east (Truthwall 
Lane).  Two or three rows are shown on the new turnpike road cut to the south through 
Wheal Boys, so that these must have been no older than that road (built between 1809 
and 1841).  These rows may have been built on old mine waste dumps, but the other rows 
in Truthwall show no obvious corelation with areas of old dumps or workings and must 
have been squeezed into the old farming township, or on the edges of the surrounding 
fields, as with the row along Truthwall Lane. 

The early 19th century terrace on Truthwall Lane is typical of industrial housing within the 
St Just area – the larger house at one end treated differently to the more modest cottages 
attached.  
 
The settlement seems to have reached its peak about 1841, and was certainly declining in 
density in 1880, and again by 1908, in line with the decline in local mining fortunes.   
The rows along the new road to the south had gone by 1880, and there were empty 
buildings in those on the eastern edge of the hamlet by Truthwall Farm. The size of the 
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area occupied by housing declined in this period, although the two farms expanded, taking 
over some of the sites of former rows.  While this superficially increased the size of the 
settlement, it is indicative of a change in character, and one fairly typical of the area, where 
the several discreet holdings that usually made up a Cornish agricultural hamlet had been 
acquired by one or two farmers to make larger holdings - leading to abandonment of 
smaller cottages and farm buildings, and expansion of the main centralised farmstead.  In 
Truthwall this combined with the decline in mining to accelerate the loss of small cottages 
and other buildings through the later 19th century.  There had been further losses by 1908, 
with only 4 or 5 rows surviving of the possible 9 or 10 shown on the 1841 map. 
The early 20th century saw an unusually late flowering of residential development in 
Truthwall associated with the mining industry, with the building of Truthwall Terrace, and 
the two large houses for the mine purser and manager east of the main road (Pen-
Tregrahan), all built shortly after 1908 by the newly formed Cornish Consolidated Tin 
Mines Ltd.  The company invested heavily in Botallack Mine between 1906 and 1914, but 
with no success. The fact that it was necessary to build at all suggests that the decay of 
the old housing stock had kept pace in the 19th century with the decline in population, and 
that something new was required to attract and house skilled workers in the area.   
Truthwall seems never to have acquired the typical non-residential buildings associated 
with the mining areas such as chapels or working men’s institutes. 
 

Truthwall Terrace, occupies a prominent position within the hamlet and stands as a 
reminder of the relatively late investment in mining within the area. It is a good survival 
from the early 20th century, its front boundary walls standing hard alongside the old road 
(prior to its realignment).   

 
Post-industrial  
With the decline of industry in the area, the principal influence on the topography and 
development of both Botallack and Truthwall has once more been a series of road 
improvements. By the time of the 1946 aerial photograph, Botallack had been by-passed, 
while the road in Truthwall was straightened and widened in the 1960's.
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This view sees the turning into Botallack on the left with the main B3306, constructed in 
the 1940's, heading northwards, forming much of the eastern edge of the Conservation 
Area boundary.  
 
In Botallack, the by-pass has helped to create a sought-after, quiet residential village.  
There had been minor re-buildings within the village before 1908, but no overall change in 
the settlement area or density.  More recent development, still continuing, has been some 
barn conversions, and a large number of bungalows.  This has resulted in infilling what 
had always been small fields and enclosures between the north lane and the cross lane, 
rather than re-using abandoned house or cottage sites, and has given the settlement a 
density it never previously attained, as well as developing land previously not built on, 
particularly in Botallack Lane and the south west of the village on the old Parknoweth 
dumps.  At the same time, a large number of the pairs and short rows of three cottages in 
the village were combined into single houses, so that the housing stock had absorbed both 
population decline and a demand for increased quality of housing without, until the later 
20th century, the need to build more units. 
 

There is much mid-late 20th century infill within the settlement. Most are poorly scaled with 
inappropriate use of materials and detailing and cumulatively they inevitably weaken the 
special character of the Conservation Area  
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In Truthwall, road alterations in the 1960's created the current village green, sweeping 
away a row on the north side of the Truthwall Lane roughly where the entrance to the 
campsite is now, and led to the almost complete rebuilding of the surviving row on the 
south side of the road. 
With the continuing decrease in population, by 1948 a further short row on the west side of 
the road, south of Pengale Cottage, had disappeared. Before this time, the village would 
have appeared much like the tight dog-leg pattern of Carnyorth. Modern development has 
been restricted to conversion of farm buildings in both farm complexes, and the conversion 
and extension of surviving outbuildings on the east side of the main road, and new 
buildings associated with the camp site in the village, the main block of which stands on 
the site of one of the demolished 19th  century cottage rows.

The residential population in Truthwall has largely increased due to barn conversions.  The 
conversion seen here on the left has a good quality wet laid roof, while the earlier 
conversion on the right takes on a more domestic appearance, with a large amount of 
rebuilding and unfortunate concrete tiled roof.
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